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“Play is often
talked about as
if it were a relief
from serious
learning. But for
children, play is
serious learning.”
—Fred Rogers

O

ur PLC journey began well over a
decade ago, in 2002, within all District 96 schools. I was lucky enough
to begin my career in our district as a teacher
the same year this work started. Since then,
I’ve been a special education teacher, a district
special education coordinator, and a principal.
Being a part of this transformation in practices throughout my entire career and from
multiple perspectives has made me a PLC believer! I not only appreciate these practices, I
am deeply devoted to them. We structure our
being around the three key concepts of PLCs
and walk through all of our work with the
four critical questions guiding us.
For the last seven years, I’ve been an elementary principal, and for the last two school
years, I’ve been the proud principal of Willow
Grove Early Learning Center, located in Buffalo Grove, Illinois. Our building serves our
youngest District 96 learners, ranging from
age three in our early childhood program
through kindergarten. We just completed our
second year of implementing full-day kindergarten. It has been an exciting journey and
one that I couldn’t be more grateful to be
a part of. The additional school hours have
afforded us the opportunity to thoughtfully
integrate play into our school day, and our
board has adopted district goals to include
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this as an area of focus for Willow Grove.
Willow Grove has collaborative teams
at both the kindergarten and early childhood levels. We’ve developed a master
schedule that provides common planning time for our teams to meet. These
teams have team-created norms for
working together productively. An agenda is developed for each team meeting
and is shared with all team members. I
regularly attend the team meetings to
provide support and encouragement, as
do instructional coaches in the areas of
math, literacy, and technology. During
the collaborative meetings, teams review
the upcoming targets, pacing guides, and
criteria for which they determine student
success on a given target. They review
student data and determine instruction
as it relates to the unique needs of their
students.
Grounded in the practices of a PLC,
we’ve been learning about developmentally appropriate play practices and shaping our environments and practices accordingly. We call our time spent playing
“playful learning.” Our early childhood
programs aim to have a play-based approach, and we are looking deeply at our
learning targets and aligned practices to
continually improve. In kindergarten,
our first two years of this work has focused on dedicated playful learning time

play in educational contexts, which arises
from two sources: the lack of a precise
operational definition of play and the
persistent view that play is the opposite
of work” (p. 42). This just hits the nail
right on the head, doesn’t it? How can
play lead to high levels of learning, when
it’s just, well, play? It makes a lot of sense
that those who aren’t engaged in dayto-day learning about this topic would
think that.
It’s critical that we educate all stakeholders on the importance of integrating play into our classrooms for young
children. Edward Miller and Joan Almon (2009), authors of Crisis in the Kindergarten: Why Children Need to Play in
School, explain, “Play builds competence
in many domains. Young children work
hard at play. They invent scenes and stories, solve problems, and negotiate their
way through social roadblocks. They
know what they want to do and work diligently to do it. Because their motivation
comes from within, they learn the powerful lesson of pursuing their own ideas to
a successful conclusion. Research shows
that children who engage in complex
forms of socio-dramatic play have greater
language skills than non-players, better
social skills, more empathy, more imagination, and more of the subtle capacity
to know what others mean. They are less

ence a greater comfort level than found
in academic discourse and, in
turn, engage with peers and
adults more freely, increasing their oral language use
and proficiency.
As explained by Alison
Porcelli and Cheryl Tyler (2008)
in A Quick Guide to Boosting English Acquisition in Choice Time, while English
learners (ELs) “use blocks, construction
paper, and improvisational drama to create alternate worlds and to inhabit those
worlds, they’re meanwhile drawn into a
rich language curriculum. They use language to imagine and assess possibilities,
to negotiate roles, to critique and revise
work, and to assume roles. This language
work is important for all youngsters and
it is especially important for [ELs]” (p.
xi). And, may I add, we’re in preK and
kindergarten, folks! Whether we are single- or dual-language learners, the opportunity to build vocabulary and enrich
the language of students is essential and
rich within play.
We have done a lot of learning and
problem solving to design a schedule
and allocate our time to designate what
we consider an appropriate amount of
playful learning time. Integrating play
into our intervention block means that
while many kids are playing, there are

PLAY is not the opposite of wo
during our daily 40-minute intervention
block, as well as an additional 30 minutes each week.
When individuals hear about integrating play in the classroom, they naturally
have some questions about the benefits.
I so appreciate the point Elizabeth Wood
(2013) makes in her book Play, Learning and the Early Childhood Curriculum
that “there remains a general mistrust of
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aggressive and show more self-control
and higher levels of thinking.”
In addition to play benefiting all learners—and here’s where I really get excited—play creates an especially optimal
learning environment for our students
learning English. With over 50 percent
of our Willow Grove students being
dual-language speakers, this is critical
for us. Through play, students experi-

several also receiving interventions, being pulled away from this opportunity.
This is why we added an extra 30 minutes per week of playful learning, during
which we guarantee the participation of
all children. In addition, for play to be
its most meaningful, teachers need to be
involved.
Adults facilitating play help students
make connections to targets, facilitate

ork

higher language use, recognize and
support social-emotional learning
connections, and so much more.
Because teachers also need to give
interventions simultaneously, taking them out of the play facilitator
role, we designated one day per
week during which teachers are
dedicated to facilitating play during
the intervention block time. Teachers are also required to facilitate play
during the additional weekly 30
minutes.
Recognizing the importance of
playful learning facilitation, our EL
teachers and support staff are critical contributors to this process. Our
EL teachers push into classrooms
through a co-teaching model, as opposed to a pull-out model, and thus

are able to be an additional adult
to support playful learning practices. As I mentioned earlier, playful
learning time is an optimal time for
ELs to build language, so pushing
our EL specialists into this time is
a perfect fit. We also train all of our
support staff to facilitate learning
through play. Every adult we have
is an integral part of making this
time successful. Playful learning is
an all-hands-on-deck model to ensure the highest levels of learning are
reached.
Although we have designated
playful learning time, play does not
need to be in isolation as an activity
apart from core curriculum learning, and in fact, play practice has
been an important part of our learn-

ing. Play is a vehicle for students’
best learning. As Chip Wood (2015)
highlights in his book Yardsticks,
young children “learn best through
active play and hands-on activities”
(p. 63). Wood also asserts that our
young learners “need many avenues
. . . to express what they know” (p.
68). Play is essential for our students
to reach their highest levels of engagement and openness in learning.
Kids are in their zone during play.
They are moldable, open, and relaxed, and they pick up every ounce
of learning we lay down. They also
are better able to show us what they
know when engaged in play and
provided with many optional paths
to relay their learning.
As we continue to move forward
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Because
their
motivation
comes

from within,
they learn
the powerful
lesson of
pursuing their
own ideas
to a successful
conclusion

in our work, we are finding more and more
ways to integrate play into our curriculum
so it isn’t only during the times we designate for playful learning. For example,
we find our math curriculum is rich with
playful learning opportunities. In math, it
is a little easier to see the connections to
play, especially in the younger years, with
high use of manipulatives and hands-on
exploratory models. Through our PLC
practices, we’ve been identifying opportunities for play within literacy that have direct learning standard connections. Some
of our work this coming year will focus
on designing hands-on, playful options
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for foundational skills practice in literacy.
I hear so much conversation around having high levels of rigor within kindergarten
curriculum versus having time for play,
and I would contest it does not need to be,
nor should it be, one or the other.
So, let’s be honest. Integrating play into
our school day must be a pretty easy goal,
right? Throw some toys out and let kids
do their thing. What else is there? This is
a huge misperception. If teachers take a
free-play approach, the benefits of play can
quickly go out the window, while 15 spirited early childhood students or 23 bounding kindergartners whip themselves into a

frenzy of crying, grabbing, screaming, and
(oh, please no) biting and hitting.
Other behaviors a free-play structure
invite are parallel play and rapidly moving
from one play center to the next, never
fully engaging to extend to deeper levels of learning. Free play, most critically,
also lacks a thoughtful connection to our

Allowing

choice
naturally
heightens
engagement

learning targets. Moving from free play
to playful learning—which has a connection to curricular targets, is rich with
social learning opportunities, and uses
high levels of oral language—is our goal.
Ongoing professional learning is required
to create environments that support high
levels of play, careful collaborative plan-

ning to make curricular connections, and
skill building around facilitation techniques to extend and deepen thinking
during play. Author and early childhood
consultant Gaye Gronlund (2010) shares
in her book Developmentally Appropriate
Play that play “takes thoughtful planning,
attention to the environment and materials, and coaching on the part of the teacher
to make it happen and to sustain it. Good
teachers work hard to do so” (p. 1).
In the true spirit of our professional
learning community, part of our data discussions includes reflecting on play practices that support the learning targets of

focus. Within these regular discussions,
teachers continually learn and grow from
one another, identifying curricular connections to embed within play, and maximizing the benefits.
Our learning has helped us understand
that to have the optimal playful learning environment, children should have
choice and activities should be openended. Allowing choice naturally heightens engagement for students. We follow
their lead and flexibly adapt our approaches toward learning goals to meet
their interests. Open-ended play activities promote creativity and problem
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We’ ve come so far in our learning, but t
solving and develop leadership skills
through make-believe. They also enhance
cognitive skills, such as working memory,
cognitive flexibility, and self-regulation,
to name a few. Where close-ended materials are toys like puzzles and games with
a definite end, open-ended materials
provide an infinite number of possibilities for children to let their imaginations
soar, engaging higher-level thinking.
We’ve staged our classrooms to have an
emphasis on open-ended playful learning through constructive play (blocks
and other building toys), imaginative
dramatic play (kitchen, dolls, restaurant,

etc.), sensory play, a classroom library
center, a writing center, and a creative
arts center. This coming school year we’ll
also be introducing a STEM exploration
center in each kindergarten classroom.
We’ve come so far in our learning, but
there is still so much more to our story. We’ll continue to deepen our understanding and refine our playful learning
practices. We continue to look at our
core curriculum and increasingly integrate these research-based practices into
other parts of our day. We also want to
explore how to use play as a more unobtrusive vehicle for formative assessment.

As a professional learning community,
we embrace continuous improvement.
When we began our journey to implement play, we didn’t realize the scope of
our work. We thought embedding play
would be in isolation, a thing to put in
place and we would be done. As we continue to implement play-based practices,
we realize there is much more for us to
learn in order to create an environment
in which children’s natural tendencies to
learn through play are embraced.
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there is still so much more to our story

Discussion Questions

1. Playful learning can be incorporated in any grade level. In what ways could you
and your team connect playful learning to your curriculum?
2. What is the difference between free play and playful learning?
3. How can playful learning be used in conjunction with
the PLC process?
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